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Abstract

Lateral tape displacement in a tape drive is believed to be one of the critical limiting factors in achieving high track density in tape storage

media. For improving track density, servo control systems can be designed on the basis of information from a position error signal to improve

the track following capabilities in a tape drive. In this paper, we consider the characterization of lateral tape motion and additional

disturbances that contribute to the position error signal. From a commercially available tape drive, the position error signal is measured

electronically and lateral tape motion of the magnetic tape is measured using an optical edge sensor. This information is used to characterize

the filtering effects of the disturbance rejection transfer function that determines the lateral tape motion and disturbances present in the

position error signal. The disturbance rejection transfer function is characterized by two different methods. In the first method, we model the

disturbance rejection transfer function as a simple high pass filter. Using lateral motion measurements as an input to this system, the position

error signal is simulated and compared with the measured position error signal. In the second method, system identification methods are used

to estimate a detailed high order filter that models the essential components of the disturbance rejection transfer function. Using these models,

the position error signal is simulated and predicted and the effects of additional disturbances such as the servo track variability can be

separated from the effects of the lateral tape motion. It is shown that the position error signal exhibits contributions from lateral tape motion

and additional disturbances that differ significantly at higher frequencies.

q 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Lateral displacement of tape in a modern tape drive is

one of the critical factors in limiting the maximum track

density on the tape [1]. Given current servo standards,

lateral displacement can be successfully followed up to the

control bandwidth of approximately 1 kHz. The bandwidth

limitation of 1 kHz implies that lateral motion with

frequency contents above 1 kHz cannot be followed by

the servo system. As a result, high frequency lateral tape

motion is considered to be a limiting factor in the ability to

construct high track density tape storage systems. To

analyze the performance of a tape servo system, in general

high pass filtering of the lateral tape displacement is used to

characterize the limiting amplitudes of motion, which

cannot be followed at high frequencies. This filtering

gives rise to a standard maximum amplitude of deviation

given by a 6-sigma value. For quality purposes of the tape

drive recording system, this maximum amplitude must be

below 10% of the track width to avoid read and write errors

(track misregistration).

Track misregistration (TMR) is the major consideration

in pushing tape technology today to its areal density limits.

The work by Arnett [2], Richards and Sharrock [1], and Dee

[3] all report on the importance of increasing track density

by using feedback servo control in disk and tape systems.

Richards and Sharrock [1] point out that while linear bit

density in tape has been steadily increasing over the past 50

years, track density has only recently started to increase with

the same proportion. In the last 10 years, track density has

increased from approximately 100 tracks per inch (TPI) to

currently close to 1000 TPI. In the work by Dee [3]

amplitude-based and timing-based servo systems in tape are

compared, noting that timing-based systems de-emphasized

cross-track amplitude linearity in the MR reader in
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exchange for servo pattern writing accuracy. This means

that the position error signal in timing-based servo is likely

more affected by the accuracy of the servo pattern than in

amplitude-based servo. The advantage to timing-based

servo is that the position error signal is independent of

head spacing modulation and tape speed [4].

In order to understand the effects of lateral tape

displacement or lateral tape motion (LTM) on the TMR,

we need to characterize the spectral contents and dynamics

of disturbances acting on the servo system. With a better

understanding of the spectral contents of the LTM and

additional disturbances on the position error signal (PES),

the design of the servo system can be tuned towards

disturbance rejection for high track density recording. For

that purpose, a standard high pass filtering of the LTM

might not suffice to compute a standard maximum

amplitude of deviation given by a 6-sigma value. More

detailed information on the filtering effects of the disturb-

ance rejection transfer function that determines the lateral

tape motion and disturbances present in the position error

signal is required. System identification has been used to

identify dynamics of hard disk track following systems

[5–7]. The method allows one to build a mathematical

model of a dynamic system based on measured data. Aside

from using this mathematical model to design feedback

controllers, it can also be used to estimate the relative

contribution of the different system disturbances to the

position error signal. In tape systems, lateral tape motion,

tape edge non-straightness, and servo track variability can

all contribute to the position error signal.

In this paper, the filtering effects of the disturbance

rejection transfer function is characterized by two different

methods. In the first method, we model the disturbance

rejection transfer function as a simple high pass filter. Using

lateral motion measurements as an input to this system, the

position error signal is simulated and compared with the

measured position error signal. In the second method,

system identification methods are used to estimate a detailed

high order filter that models the essential components of the

disturbance rejection transfer function. With the use of the

estimated models, the position error signal is simulated and

predicted more accurately and the effects of additional

disturbances such as the servo track variability can be

separated from the effects of the lateral tape motion. It is

shown that the position error signal exhibits contributions

from lateral tape motion and additional disturbances that

differ significantly at higher frequencies.

2. The closed loop feedback control system and

the sensitivity function

A commercial linear tape drive was used to perform the

experiments in this study. The position error signal was

measured from the drive electronics. Lateral tape displace-

ment close to the head position was measured using an

optical edge motion sensor [8]. This sensor gives a linear

voltage when the light from transmitting fibers is partially

blocked from receiving fibers.

A schematic diagram of the tape, servo head, and servo

track is shown in Fig. 1. The tape has servo trackswritten on it

so that the read head can be positioned on the data track. The

position error signal is generated from the servo head using a

timing-based servo pattern. For a time-based servo system,

the time between consecutive events such as pulses or edges

in the servo signal is related to the off track position of the

head and is used to calculate the position error signal [4].

From Fig. 1, a number of variables used in this paper can

be defined. The distance y(t) is the servo head position with

respect to a fixed reference, while s(t) is the servo track

position with respect to the same fixed reference. The

distance l(t) is the tape edge position with respect to the

fixed reference, and v(t) is the so-called servo track

variability, defined as the difference between the servo

track position s(t) and the tape edge position l(t). Finally, the

position error signal p(t) is defined as the difference between

the servo head position y(t) and the servo track position s(t).

Fig. 2 shows the block diagram for the closed loop feedback

control system being investigated. This system consists of

three inputs l(t), v(t), and n(t), which represent the lateral

tape displacement, the servo track variability, and measure-

ment noise, respectively. The output of the system is the

position error signal p(t).

The system contains dynamics from the bulky read head

(G) which is actuated by a voice coil motor (VCM). The

VCM takes an input voltage u(t) from the controller (C) and

actuates the head position in an attempt to minimize

the position error signal. The entire system can be thought of

PES p

y l v

servo head

tape

s

servo track

Fig. 1. Schematic of typical tape, servo head, and servo track with position

error signal (PES) p(t).

Fig. 2. Block diagram for the feedback control system.
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as one box (the dashed line) or one sensitivity function

denoted by S that translates the input to the output. To

analyze this system, it is important to understand the relative

contribution of each input to the output. For this analysis,

the sensitivity function S is derived.

From Fig. 2, we have

uðtÞZKCpðtÞ (2.1)

pðtÞZGuðtÞKvðtÞK lðtÞKnðtÞ (2.2)

where G and C denote convolution operators. Substitution

of (2.2) into (2.1) yields

pðtÞZ
1

1CGC
vðtÞC

1

1CGC
lðtÞC

1

1CGC
nðtÞ (2.3)

where

SZ
1

1CGC
(2.4)

is defined as the sensitivity function. For the analysis of the

PES p(t) we make a distinction between measurable and

non-measurable signals. Since the lateral tape displacement

l(t) will be measured with an optical edge sensor, we

consider l(t) to be deterministic. Servo track variability v(t)

and (possible) electronic noise n(t) cannot be measured and

we model their effects as stochastic. The stochastic nature of

v(t) and n(t) is characterized by a filtered white noise

representation. The representations are given by

vðtÞZHve1ðtÞ (2.5)

nðtÞZHne2ðtÞ (2.6)

where e1(t) and e2(t) indicate white noise signals and Hv, Hn

indicate a filtering with a stable and stably invertible noise

filter, such that the spectrum Fv of v(t) satisfies FvZ jHvj
2

and the spectrum Fn of n(t) satisfies FnZ jHnj
2. Combining

(2.3)–(2.6) gives

pðtÞZ SlðtÞCSHve1ðtÞCSHne2ðtÞ (2.7)

Since the servo track variability v(t) and the electronic

noise n(t) are non-distinguishable, the stochastic signals are

lumped together to compare their contribution to the

position error signal directly to the contribution from the

lateral tape position l(t). Mathematically, we define

HeðtÞZ SðHve1ðtÞCHne2ðtÞÞ (2.8)

so that

pðtÞZ SlðtÞCHeðtÞ (2.9)

If we can estimate the sensitivity function S and the

lateral tape displacement l(t) is known as a function of time,

then it can easily be determined what the relative

contribution of each system driving signal is to the total

position error signal. The characterization and estimation of

the filtering effects of the sensitivity function S is discussed

in Section 3.

3. Non-parametric estimation of the sensitivity function

3.1. Spectral estimate of S

To obtain a spectral estimate of the sensitivity function S,

an estimate of the cross-spectral density between lateral tape

displacement and position error signal is calculated.

Estimates of the auto-spectral densities for each signal are

also calculated and are shown in Fig. 3(a). The spectral

estimate of the sensitivity function S is the ratio of the cross-

spectral density to the auto-spectral density of the input. To

calculate the cross-spectral density, each signal of N data

points is broken up into K parts, where each part is N/K data

points long. The Fourier transform is applied to each signal

Fig. 3. (a) Power spectral densities of measured LTM and PES signals. (b) Spectral estimate of the sensitivity function S obtained from (3.5).
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as follows

PKðuÞZ
N

K

X

mðN=KÞ

tZ1CðmK1ÞN=K

pðtÞeKiut (3.1)

LKðuÞZ
N

K

X

mðN=KÞ

tZ1CðmK1ÞN=K

lðtÞeKiut (3.2)

then the cross-spectral density is defined as

F̂
K

lpðuÞZ L
�
KðuÞPKðuÞ (3.3)

while the auto-spectral density is defined as

F̂
K

ll ðuÞZ L
�
KðuÞLKðuÞ (3.4)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugation in each

case.

Finally, the spectral estimate of the sensitivity function S

is given as the ratio of the cross-spectral densities given in

(3.3) and (3.4)

ŜðuÞZ
F̂

K

lpðuÞ

F̂
K

ll ðuÞ
(3.5)

which is the quantity plotted in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 3(a) shows the

estimates of the auto-spectral densities of typical lateral tape

displacement and position error signals. We note that the

lateral tape displacement signal contains more low fre-

quency content than the PES. This is because the feedback

control system is meant to follow the low frequency

disturbances and fails to follow higher frequency disturb-

ance. In this way, the system is similar to a high pass filter.

The spectral estimate of the sensitivity function S shown in

Fig. 3(b) is found to be similar to a high pass filter.

Since the sensitivity function is predominantly a high pass

filter due to the limited bandwidth of the feedback control

system, a simple high pass filter could be used to simulate

the effect of lateral tape displacement on position error

signal. A high pass filter (non-parametric estimation of S) is

used in Section 3.2 to simulate the position error signal from

the lateral tape displacement measurement.

3.2. Simulation of position error signal by high pass filtering

The most straightforward way to model the sensitivity

function S is by assuming that it is a high pass filter. To

simulate position error signal, lateral tape displacement

signal was taken and used as the input to a 5th order

Butterworth filter and compared to measured PES. The

result is shown in Fig. 4(a) below. Only marginal agreement

between ‘simulated’ PES (high pass filtered LTM) and

measured PES is found. The filter used is shown with the

sensitivity function S in Fig. 4(b). From this result, we

observe that a more accurate representation of the

sensitivity function S should be obtained. Parametric

identification is used in Section 4 to simulate and predict

position error signal more accurately.

4. Parametric identification of sensitivity function

To improve the prediction of the contribution of lateral

tape motion to the position error signal of the servo system

in a linear tape drive, a more detailed characterization of the

sensitivity function S in (2.4) is required. A parametric

estimation and optimization of a filter that models the

sensitivity function S will provide not only a better model

for the filtering effect of the lateral tape motion on the PES,

it will also provide a characterization of the spectral

contents of the servo track variability v(t) and electronic

noise n(t) present on the position error signal. In this way we

are able to characterize and compare the relative

Fig. 4. (a) Comparison of simulated PES (high pass filtered LTM), and measured PES. (b) 5th order Butterworth filter used for simulation of PES.
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contribution of the LTM l(t) and the sum of the track

variability and electronic noise n(t) in the position error

signal p(t).

For the identification of a model Ŝ of the sensitivity

function S and the characterization of the spectral contents

H of the additional disturbances v(t) and n(t) on the position

error signal, the standard prediction error framework [9] is

adopted. To complete this paper, the prediction error

framework is reviewed here but one is referred to [9] for a

complete discussion.

4.1. Prediction error framework

For the identification of the model Ŝ of the sensitivity

function S, we consider discrete time domain measurements

of the LTM l(t) and the position error signal (PES) p(t) over

tZ1,2,.,N and assume a causal relationship between the

input signal l(t) and the output signal p(t) to estimate a

discrete time filter ŜðqÞ of the sensitivity function S. In the

prediction error framework, the prediction of the output p(t)

on the basis of previous measurements l(s), sZ1,.,tK1 is

optimized over a free parameter q. The one-step ahead

prediction of the PES p(t) on the basis of previous

measurements is denoted by

pðtjtK1; qÞZHðq; qÞK1
Sðq; qÞlðtÞK ðHðq; qÞK1

K1ÞpðtÞ

(4.1)

where S(q,q) represents the parametrized discrete time filter

of the sensitivity function S and H(q,q) denotes the

parametrized noise model that will model the spectral

contents H of the additional disturbances v(t) and n(t) on the

PES p(t).

The parameter q is used to denote the unknown

parameters of the models S(q,q) and H(q,q) to be estimated.

With the prediction p(tjtK1) of the PES p(t) given in (4.1),

the prediction error is defined by

3ðt; qÞ :Z pðtÞKpðtjtK1; qÞZHðq; qÞK1½pðtÞKSðq; qÞlðtÞ�

(4.2)

and the parameter estimate q̂ is determined by minimizing

the 2-norm of the (filtered) prediction error 3f(t,q) and given

by

q̂ :Z argmin
q

X

N

tZ1

3fðt; qÞ
2
; 3fðt; qÞZFðqÞ3ðt; qÞ (4.3)

where F(q) denotes an additional discrete time filter that can

be used to emphasize or de-emphasize a certain frequency

region of the prediction of the PES p(t).

In general, the computation of the optimal parameter

estimate q̂ in (4.3) requires a non-linear optimization. To

facilitate the optimization in (4.3), a specific parameteriza-

tion is chosen for the discrete time filter S(q,q) of the

sensitivity function S and the noise filter H(q,q) that models

the spectral contents of the v(t) and n(t). The filters S(q,q)

and H(q,q) are parametrized in a standard linear regression

or AutoRegressive with eXogenous input (ARX) model

structure [9]

Sðq; qÞZBðq; qÞ=Aðq; qÞ; Hðq; qÞZ 1=Aðq; qÞ (4.4)

where A(q,q) and B(q,q) are polynomials of the discrete time

filter in the format

Bðq; qÞZ b0 Cb1q
K1

Cb2q
K2

C/Cbnq
Kn

;

Aðq; qÞZ 1Ca1q
K1

Ca2q
K2

C/Canq
Kn

(4.5)

and the parameter vector q is given by

qZ b0 b1 / bn a1 a2 / an
� �

. The optimization

in (4.3) using the linear regression model structure (4.4) and

(4.5) boils down to a standard (weighted) least-squares

solution that can be computed without an iterative

minimization.

It should be noted that the ARX model structure

parametrization in (4.4) is restrictive, as it assumes

common poles between discrete time filter S(q,q) and the

noise filter H(q,q), and it does not estimate zeros in the

noise filter H(q,q). However, if a large model order n in

(4.5) is permitted, an ARX model can provide accurate

estimates of filter and noise dynamics [10]. In this paper,

the objective is to find an accurate simulation and

prediction of the PES p(t) due to the effects of the LTM

l(t) and the external noise sources n(t) and v(t) present on

the PES p(t). As a consequence, no particular restrictions

on the order of the filters S(q,q) and H(q,q) is imposed and

the ARX model parameterization can be used for

estimation purposes.

4.2. Estimation results

The experimental setup discussed in Section 2 was used

to measured input/output data sequence of the LTM l(t) and

the PES p(t), tZ1,2,.,N over NZ106 data points. For the

computation of the optimal parameter estimate q̂ in (4.3) of

the models ŜZSðq; q̂Þ and ĤZHðq; q̂Þ only the first NZ

50,000 data points were used. The remaining part of the data

is only used to evaluate the simulation and prediction

capabilities of the models being estimated.

To obtain accurate prediction and simulation capabilities

with the ARX model structure in (4.4), a model order of nZ

40 is chosen for the polynomials A(q,q) and B(q,q) in (4.5).

As indicated in Section 4.1, accurate results with an ARX

model structure are obtained, provided that the model order

n is not restricted [10]. Since the models ŜZSðq; q̂Þ and

ĤZHðq; q̂Þ are only used for simulation and prediction

purposes, no immediate restriction on the model order n is

required. However, it was found that increasing the model

order beyond nZ40 did not significantly improve the

simulation and prediction capabilities of the models ŜZ

Sðq; q̂Þ and ĤZHðq; q̂Þ. The separation of the experimental

data in a part used for estimation purposes and a part for
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simulation and prediction purposes is necessary to avoid

‘overfitting’ of the data [9] by choosing using an

unnecessarily high model order. As result, 40th order

models ŜZSðq; q̂Þ and ĤZHðq; q̂Þ are obtained to simulate

and predict the PES p(t) due to the LTM l(t) and the

additional noise disturbances v(t) and n(t). The estimation

result for the models is depicted in the following figures.

To illustrate the improvement on the details of the high

pass filtering effects of the sensitivity function S, a

comparison is made in Fig. 5 between the spectral estimate

Ŝ(u) and the 40th order parametric (high pass) filter ŜZ

Sðq; q̂Þ being estimated by the identification procedure. It

can be seen from Fig. 5 that a more detailed filter is found

that also models the high frequency resonance modes

typically found in the sensitivity function of a servo

controlled mechanical system.

The more detailed characterization of the filtering effects

in the sensitivity function S that are captured in the model

ŜZSðq; q̂Þ is also confirmed by the simulation of the PES

psimðtÞZ Sðq; q̂ÞlðtÞ (4.6)

where l(t) indicates the measured LTM signal that was not

used for estimation purposes of the filter ŜZSðq; q̂Þ. A

comparison of the measured PES p(t) and the simulated PES

psim(t) is depicted in Fig. 6, where it can be seen that a much

better agreement is found than by standard high pass

filtering. It can also be observed that there is still a

discrepancy between the simulated and measured PES. This

is due to the fact that psim(t) in (4.6) only simulates the effect

of the lateral tape motion l(t). Obviously, variations in the

PES p(t) are not caused by lateral tape motion l(t) only as

indicated in the block diagram of Fig. 2.

To predict the (combined) effect of the servo track

variability v(t) and the (possible) electronic noise n(t), the

prediction of the PES p(t) can be computed via

ppredðtÞZHðq; q̂ÞK1
Sðq; q̂ÞlðtÞK ðHðq; q̂ÞK1

K1ÞpðtÞ (4.7)

where l(t) and p(t) now indicate the measured LTM signal

and PES that were not used for estimation purposes. The

formulation of the prediction ppred(t) is based on (4.1) and

uses previous values of l(s) and p(s), sZ1,2,.,tK1 to

predict the PES p(t) at time t. Since this is done on data that

has not been used during the estimation process of themodels

ŜZSðq; q̂Þ and ĤZHðq; q̂Þ, we can evaluate the one-time-

step ahead prediction capabilities of the models. The result is

plotted in Fig. 7 over the same time span as used in Fig. 6. It

can be observed that by using both the filter model ŜZSðq; q̂Þ

to predict the effect of the LTM l(t) and the noise model

ĤZHðq; q̂Þ to predict the combined effect of n(t) and v(t), a

much better prediction of the PES p(t) is obtained.

5. Relative disturbance characterization on the PES

With the estimated models ŜZSðq; q̂Þ and ĤZHðq; q̂Þ a

comparison can be made on the relative contribution of

Fig. 5. Amplitude Bode plot of spectral estimate ŜðuÞ (dashed line) and 40th

order parametric model ŜZSðq; q̂Þ (solid line).

Fig. 7. Comparison of measured PES p(t) (dashed line) and predicted PES

ppred(t) given in (4.7) (solid line).

Fig. 6. Comparison of measured PES p(t) (dashed line) and simulated PES

psim(t) given in (4.6) (solid line).
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the LTM l(t) and the combined disturbance effect d(t) of the

servo track variability v(t) and the (possible) electronic

noise n(t). This gives insight in the distribution of the

spectral contents of the different disturbances that act on the

servo system of the tape drive. Since the PES p(t) is modeled

by

pðtÞZ Sðq; q̂ÞlðtÞCdðtÞ; dðtÞZHðq; q̂ÞeðtÞ (5.1)

where e(t) is a white noise signal with variance l, the

relative contribution of the LTM l(t) and the disturbances

d(t) can be separated. Under the viable assumption that the

LTM l(t) is uncorrelated with the additional disturbances

d(t) on the PES p(t) (such as servo track variability v(t) and

electronic noise n(t)), the auto spectrum Fpp(u) of the PES

p(t) is given by

FppðuÞZ jSðejw; q̂Þj2FllðuÞC jHðejw; q̂Þj2l (5.2)

Separation is now possible as the LTM signal l(t) is

measured and the effect of l(t) on the PES p(t) is modeled by

Sðq; q̂Þ. As a result, the relative contribution jSðejw; q̂Þj2FllðuÞ

of the LTM l(t) and the contribution jHðejw; q̂Þj2l of the

additional noise d(t) on the PES p(t) can be estimated by

F̂
l

ppðuÞZ jSðejw; q̂Þj2F̂llðuÞ;

F̂
d

ppðuÞZ jHðejw; q̂Þj2l̂

(5.3)

where F̂llðuÞ denotes the estimate of the auto spectrum of

l(t) and l̂ denotes the estimate of the variance of the

prediction error in (4.2). F̂
l

ppðuÞ denotes the modeled

spectral contents of the PES p(t) due to the LTM l(t).

Similarly, F̂
d

ppðuÞ denotes the modeled spectral contents of

the PES p(t) due to additional disturbances d(t) such as

electronic noise and tape edge variation. Since all

quantities in (5.3) are known when an estimation of the

models ŜZSðq; q̂Þ and ĤZHðq; q̂Þ is available, the relative

contribution of the LTM and other disturbances on the

servo system of the tape drive can be plotted over a specific

frequency range. The result has been depicted in Fig. 8,

where a comparison is made with a standard spectral

estimate [11] of the relative contribution of the input and

disturbance spectrum

F̂
l*
ppðuÞZ

F̂lpðuÞ

F̂llðuÞ

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

F̂llðuÞZ
jF̂lpðuÞj

2

F̂llðuÞ
;

F̂
d*
pp ðuÞZ F̂ppðuÞK

F̂lpðuÞ

F̂llðuÞ

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

2

F̂llðuÞ

Z F̂ppðuÞK
jF̂lpðuÞj

2

F̂llðuÞ

(5.4)

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the models ŜZSðq; q̂Þ

and ĤZHðq; q̂Þ follow the general trend in the (noisy)

spectral estimate of (5.4) very well, confirming the good

quality of the models being estimated. More importantly, it

can be observed that the relative contribution of the

additional disturbances d(t), such as servo track variability

v(t) and electronic noise n(t), have a larger contribution on

the PES p(t) than the LTM l(t) at frequencies above

approximately 1 kHz. At lower frequencies, the LTM has a

slightly larger contribution. This is in conformance with

the estimated spectrum of the LTM as depicted in Fig. 3(a).

In light of the servo system for the tape drive with its

limited bandwidth capacity, it is important to take into

account the reduction and nature of the additional

disturbances such as servo track variability v(t), as it has

a larger impact at higher frequencies.

6. Conclusions

Two methods were used to simulate and predict the effect

of lateral tape motion on the position error signal of a servo

system in a linear tape drive system. The methods are based

on the optical measurement of lateral tape motion and

availability of a position error signal (PES) measurement for

estimation and validation purposes. In the first method, the

lateral tape displacement signal was high pass filtered to

estimate the filtering effects of the disturbance rejection

transfer function. This result gives only a fair to poor

agreement between the measured PES and simulated PES. In

a second method, a prediction error-based system identifi-

cation was used to estimate a parametric filter to model the

dynamics of disturbance rejection transfer function and the

spectral content of additional noise disturbances present on

the PES. Using lateral tape displacement as an input to this

model, PES was simulated and predicted and reasonable

agreement to measured PES was achieved.

It was observed that lateral tape displacement has a

significant low frequency content that is controlled by

Fig. 8. Spectral content of LTM F̂
l*
ppðuÞ (dashed) and disturbance F̂

d*
pp ðuÞ

(dotted) of auto spectrum Fpp(u) of PES as defined in (5.4) and modeled

contribution of LTM F̂
l

ppðuÞ (2nd solid) and disturbances F̂
d

ppðuÞ (1st solid)

according to (5.3).
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the servo system. In addition, the lateral tape displacement

has a high frequency contribution that affects the PES well

above the 1 kHz bandwidth limitation of the servo system.

Aside from the high frequency effects of the lateral tape

displacement, additional disturbances on the PES were

observed that have even a larger impact at high frequencies.

These disturbances include servo track variability and

possible electronic noise in measuring the PES for servo

purposes.
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